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Curriculum Map Gumball Machine 

 
Content/Grade/Course       Tech 7    Teacher: Pam Sochia / Pete Fitch    Updated: 2015-16 
 

Unit 
Name 

Timeframe NYS/Common Core 
Learning Standards 

Essential Questions 
(include Content Knowledge) 

Skills Taught Assessments 

Introduction 
to 

Technology 
 

Measuring 

September/ 
February 

- 5. NF.1 – Add and subtract 
fractions with unlike denominators 
(including mixed numbers) by 
replacing given fractions with 
equivalent fractions in such a way 
to produce an equivalent sum or 
difference of fractions with like 
denominators. 

- Classroom Etiquette 
- General Classroom Safety 
- Defining Technology 
- Effects of Technology on 

Society    

- Attendance, Manners, Language,             
  Conduct, Recycling , Phone 
- Glasses, Emergency Shut-Off Buttons,    
- Accidents and injuries 
- Elements necessary to create           
technology 
- Pro’s and Con’s 
- Areas affected by technology 

 

-  Observation of students practicing  
    expectations 
 -  Demonstration of proper safety 
-  Restate necessary elements 
-  Worksheet 

 

The Design 
Process 

 
 

Problem 
Solving 

 
 

2D Drawing 

October/ 
March 

Geometry 7.G – Solve problems 
involving scale drawings of 
geometric figures, including 
computing actual links and areas 
from a scale drawing and 
reproducing a scale drawing at a 
different scale 
 
7G.2 – Draw (freehand, with ruler 
and protractor, and with 
technology) geometric shapes with 
given conditions.  Focus on 
constructing triangles from three 
measures of angles or sides, 
noticing when the conditions 
determine a unique triangle, more 
than one triangle, or no triangle. 

THE DESIGN PROCESS: 
 
Step 1: Thumbnail Sketches 
 
Step 2: Rough Sketches 

Step 1:                         
-Design      
-side view 
-very small 

  - quick 
  - easy 
   - pencil only 
 
Step 2: 
-selection of best 2 designs 
- orthographic drawing ( top and side 
view) 
- Larger 
-more detail 
 

1) sketch 5 ideas for a Gumball Machine 
2) Produce 1 rough sketches  

 
 

The Design 
Process 

 
Machine 
Safety 

 
Machine use 

November/ 
April 

   
NYS &CCL Standards  

 7.G.1 
 7.G.2 

Step 3- Final Drawing 
 
Step 4-Patterns 

Step 3: 
- full size 
- no free hand 
- Graph Paper 
- All details 
 
Step 4: 
- Purpose (relate to industry) 
- Model to avoid future mistakes 
-Choice of material  
- tracing (pen) 
- cutting  

3) Produce a final drawing to use as a blueprint 
and pattern 

4) Construct a pattern that matches your final 
drawing. 

 
 



 
Material 

Processing 
 

Patterns and 
Templates 

 
Machine 
Safety 

 

December 
/May 

 
 
NYS &CCL Standards  

 7.G.1  
 7.G.2 

Step 5- Production  Step 5: 
- wood 
-actual size 
-Pattern Alignment with Leg hole 
-tracing (pencil) 
-Tri-Square 
-Drill Press 
- Band saw 
-Jig Saw and sander 
- Coping Saw 
-Parallel Clamps 
- Vices 

5)-manufacture a final wooden CO2 car hat matches final 
drawing 
- demonstrate proper machine safety 
-demonstrate  proper hand tool safety 
 

 

Material 
Processing 
Finish work 

 
 

January/ June  Step 5- Production (cont’d) Step 5: 
-filing 
-hobby knife 
-holes 
-hollow areas 
-sanding 
- -painting/ Clear coat 
 

-selects proper file texture and shape 
-chooses proper sandpaper grit 
-quality of finish 
- Final Exam 

 


